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Abstract: Wildfire occurrence and spread are affected by atmospheric and land-cover conditions, 
and therefore meteorological and land-cover parameters can be used in area burned prediction. We 
apply three forecast methods, a generalized linear model, regression trees, and neural networks 
(Levenberg–Marquardt backpropagation) to produce monthly wildfire predictions 1 year in 
advance. The models are trained using the Global Fire Emissions Database version 4 with small fires 
(GFEDv4s). Continuous 1-year monthly fire predictions from 2011 to 2015 are evaluated with 
GFEDs data for 10 major fire regions around the globe. The predictions by the neural network 
method are superior. The 1-year moving predictions have good prediction skills over these regions, 
especially over the tropics and the southern hemisphere. The temporal refined index of agreement 
(IOA) between predictions and GFEDv4s regional burned areas are 0.82, 0.82, 0.8, 0.75, and 0.56 for 
northern and southern Africa, South America, equatorial Asia and Australia, respectively. The 
spatial refined IOA for 5-year averaged monthly burned area range from 0.69 in low-fire months to 
0.86 in high-fire months over South America, 0.3–0.93 over northern Africa, 0.69–0.93 over southern 
Africa, 0.47–0.85 over equatorial Asia, and 0.53–0.8 over Australia. For fire regions in the northern 
temperate and boreal regions, the temporal and spatial IOA between predictions and GFEDv4s data 
in fire seasons are 0.7–0.79 and 0.24–0.83, respectively. The predictions in high-fire months are better 
than low-fire months. This study illustrates the feasibility of global fire activity outlook forecasts 
using a neural network model and the method can be applied to quickly assess the potential effects 
of climate change on wildfires. 

Keywords: wildfire outlook forecast; global fire prediction; neural network; generalized linear 
model; regression tree 

 

1. Introduction 

Wildfire is a natural hazard and plays a major role in climate and ecosystem dynamics, e.g., [1]. 
These wildfires release large amounts of particulates, which scatter and absorb solar radiation and 
interact with clouds, e.g., [2–5]. The disturbance in ecosystems by wildfire is likely a driver for long-
term ecosystem changes, e.g., [6,7]. In the short term, wildfires reduce the carbon pool of land biota 
by releasing CO2, exacerbating greenhouse warming. 

Predicting wildfire is a challenging task, particularly on a global scale given the complexity and 
uncertainty of the causes and mechanisms of wildfire. Fire occurrence and spread are closely related 
to atmospheric and land-cover conditions, e.g., [8–10]. Numerical models have been used to 
investigate the wildfire variability and interaction with atmosphere and ocean and to understand the 
long-term trends of wildfire, e.g., [10–12], but fully interactive weather–fire forecast is 
computationally feasible only on a regional basis.  
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On continental and global scales, statistical models are therefore usually applied. Linear 
regression was applied to forecast fire season severity in South America using sea surface 
temperature anomalies [13–15] and to determine the weather factors that best explain the burned area 
fraction in southern Africa [16–18]. Several studies employed a generalized linear model (GLM) to 
find wildfire predictors in the United States, Africa, and Spain and demonstrated the effectiveness of 
the GLM [19–22]. In comparison to linear regression, the regression tree method can deal with the 
nonlinear relationship between independent and dependent variables [19,23,24], but it may have a 
poor resolution with continuous expectation variables and tends to be sensitive to small 
perturbations in the data [25,26]. Recently, more advanced data-driven models, created through data-
adaptive machine learning methods from a large set of spatiotemporal datasets, have been employed 
in predicting wildfires and PM2.5 [27–32], and have obtained encouraging results. In recent years, 
machine learning methods have been applied to satellite fire image recognition [33], such as artificial 
neural network (ANN [34]), Bayesian (BN [35]), convolutional neural network (CNN [36]), Depp 
neural network (DNN [37]), decision tree (DT [38]), K-means clustering (KM [39]), recurrent neural 
network (RNN[40]). These machine learning methods are very good at satellite image recognition, 
especially CNN, which is widely used for face recognition and building footprint detection [41]. 
Additionally, machine learning methods have been applied to fire forecast meteorological data [42], 
including ANN [34], decision trees [38], CNN, and RNN [43]. In addition to these studies, hidden 
Markov models (HMM)[43] was used to predict burned area in the north-west of Tunisia with 
spatiotemporal factors used as model inputs. More recently, Y. Xie et al. [44] did a comparison of 
many machine learning methods for estimating the area burned in Montesinho natural park, 
Portugal. They found a tuned extreme gradient boosting GLM performed better than standard GLM 
for the regression task. Unlike these previous studies that targeted fire forecasts of a specific fire type, 
or region, or relatively short forecast time periods of days to weeks, we examine improving fire 
forecasts with a gridded global coverage and extended forecast periods of seasons to years. For the 
extensive temporospatial and fire type coverages in this study, choosing the optimal predictor 
variables is especially challenging. Our study combined statistical methods (non-machine learning) 
and machine learning methods to make computationally efficient wildfire predictions globally [45]. 
The statistical methods, e.g., GLM and regress tree, were used to find relevant physical parameters 
with significant correlations to wildfire. The machine learning method is then applied using the 
selected physical parameters for fire prediction. Additionally, ensemble forecasts were widely 
applied to reduce the prediction uncertainty of long-term meteorological forecasts; the NCEP Climate 
Forecast System (CFS) can provide month-to-season forecasts, which need be used carefully [46]. In 
this study, we apply three forecast methods (GLM, regression tree, and neural network) to examine 
the feasibility of the global wildfire outlook forecast. 

2. Materials and Method 

2.1. Observation Datasets 

Fire dataset 
The fire data of monthly burned area from Global Fire Emissions Database version 4 with small 

fires (GFEDv4s) [47] were applied in this study. We aggregated the burned area of 1997–2015 from 
the original 0.25° × 0.25° spatial resolution to a 0.75° × 0.75° grid to be consistent with the re-gridded 
meteorology data. 

Meteorological datasets 
The monthly meteorology dataset is from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction 

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) [48]. The CFSR reanalysis dataset is available from 1979 
to the present and has T382 (~38 km) spatial resolution. We chose 12 prediction meteorological 
parameters from the CFSR reanalysis data to use in the predictive model of fire severity, i.e., 2 m 
temperature, 10 m U and V components of wind, 2 m specific humidity, surface pressure, 
precipitation, land-cover, vegetation type, vegetation percent, snow cover, potential evaporation, 
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sensible heat flux, and ground heat flux. All meteorology variables were interpolated from the 
Gaussian grid (T382) to the same 0.75° × 0.75° grid as the burned area data by using the ESMF 
regridding package.  

Ocean climate indices 
Three long-term climate ocean indices [49], Ocean Nino Index (ONI), Atlantic Multidecadal 

Oscillation (AMO), and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), were selected for ocean influence on fire 
activities from Earth System Research Laboratory of NOAA 
(www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices). These monthly temporal indices were replicated to all 
grids of 0.75° × 0.75°. 

2.2. Performance Indices 

A refined index of agreement 
For general statistic model performance evaluation, the index of agreement is a suitable and 

reliable method [50]. A refined index of model performance was widely used to measure how well 
the prediction model simulated observed data. [51,52] to evaluate the model performance to 
observation. Compared with the general versions of Willmott’s index as well as four other 
dimensionless indices [53–55], the refined index of agreement (IOA) improves generally over the 
other six indices in terms of flexible, well behaved, and a wide range of model-performance 
applications. The refined index of agreement (IOA) can be expressed as 

𝐼𝑂𝐴 =  
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧1 − ∑ |𝑃 − 𝑂 |𝑐 ∑ 𝑂 − 𝑂 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 |𝑃 − 𝑂 | ≤ 𝑐 𝑂 − 𝑂𝑐 ∑ 𝑂 − 𝑂∑ |𝑃 − 𝑂 | − 1, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 |𝑃 − 𝑂 | > 𝑐 𝑂 − 𝑂  (1) 

where P is the model prediction, O is the observation, and C = 2 (recommended). 
Model Performance Metrics 
The mean fractional error is used to evaluate the model performance, which is defined as 

𝑀𝐹𝐸 =  2𝑁 𝑃 −𝑚𝑃 + 𝑚  (2) 

where Pi and mi are the predicted and observed values, respectively, and N is the number of data  
[56,57]. Mean fractional error (MFE) gives equal weight to overpredictions and underpredictions due 
to its symmetric property. The model performance evaluated by MFE is the level of accuracy that the 
best model can be achieved while the performance criterion is the level of accuracy that is acceptable 
for standard model applications. We also used the R-squared value to evaluate the model 
performance because it provides the correlation between predicted and observed values. 

2.3. Forecast Models and Prediction Evaluation 

In our study, we used three non-linear statistical models, GLM, regression tree, and neural 
network, to build relationships between regional fire activities and various physical parameters. 
Compared to the GFED fire dataset, the neural network model shows the best forecast skill among 
these three non-linear model simulations, while GLM has the highest computationally efficiency. To 
accomplish the best forecast skill and computation efficiency, GLM was used to select the best 
predictor parameters combination, and the neural network method was used to do a 1-year moving 
forecast. All models were applied on each grid cell, then we computed regional average forecast skill 
(R-square and RMSE) on all grid cells. 

The log distribution is widely applied to analyze wildfire variability [10,58–60]. Therefore, a log-
linear GLM model is appropriate for investigating the relationships between meteorology variables 
and fire burned area. The log-linear GLM consists of three components: 
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1. Random component: Poisson distribution 
2. Systematic component: A linear predictor 𝒈 𝒖 =  𝜷𝟎 +  𝜷𝟏𝑿𝟏 + ⋯+ 𝜷𝒌𝑿𝒌 
3. Link function: Here we use a log-linear function, 𝒈 𝒖 =  𝒍𝒐𝒈 𝒖  

These three components are expressed as the Poisson regression: 𝒈 𝒖 =  𝒍𝒐𝒈 𝒖 = 𝜷𝟎 + 𝜷𝟏𝑿𝟏 + ⋯+ 𝜷𝒌𝑿𝒌 ⟹ 𝒖 𝑿𝟏,⋯ ,𝑿𝒌 = 𝒆𝜷𝟎  𝜷𝟏𝑿𝟏 ⋯ 𝜷𝒌𝑿𝒌. 
To set up GLM of fire and meteorological variables, X1-Xk were chosen from 11 CFSR parameters 

and 3 climate ocean indices, which are surface temperature, u-component, v-component, specific 
humidity, surface pressure, surface vegetation type, surface vegetation, surface precipitation rate, 
surface snow cover, ONI, AMO, and PDO. We also included two lagged time variables of 6 and 12 
months into X variables because the seasonal cycle has to be included for fire variation. For each fire 
region, not all parameters are necessarily used for fire prediction; some of them even cancel each 
other and reduce prediction capability. We chose carefully the best combination of parameters used 
for prediction in each fire region. The method we used to get the best combination of parameters for 
each region is to perform hindcast forecasts of all combinations of 14 parameters. The parameter 
combination with the highest forecast skill, higher R-square, and lower root mean square error 
(RMSE) between forecast and observation can be considered the best combination of parameters for 
this region and will be used in the above equation to perform fire prediction. There are 16,383 
possibilities to create the parameter combination from 14 parameters. To find the best parameter 
combination of X1–Xk, we calculated R-squares and RMSE of 16,383 GLM models, the parameter 
combination of the highest forecast skill (higher R-square and lower RMSE) is the best parameter 
combination. Compared to the regression tree and neural network methods, the GLM is much more 
computationally efficient to select the best parameter combination. The most sensitive meteorological 
parameters selected in this manner for each fire region are listed in Table 1. We picked 10 major fire 
regions (Figure 1) from 14 GFED regions [61] in the main paper and put the results of the other 4 
regions in the supplement. Precipitation and vegetation type are selected for most tropical and 
subtropical regions, which is consistent with the previous research findings [59,62]. In the northern 
temperate and boreal regions, sensitive parameters include temperature and land type in agreement 
with previous reports [63–65]. Ocean index ONI and AMO are important to South America [13,15], 
while ONI is important to equatorial Asia[9,66,67]. 

 
Figure 1. Major Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) wildfire regions. The region acronyms are 
listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Selected sensitive predictor variables using a generalized linear model (GLM) for each fire 
region. 

Burned Area Regions Predictor Parameters Field 
Boreal North America 
(BONA) 

Temperature, Pressure, Specific humidity, Sensible heat flux, 
Landcover 

Temperate North America 
(TENA) 

Temperature, Pressure, Specific humidity, Precipitation, Landcover 

South America (SHSA) Precipitation, Wind speed, Ground heat flux, Temperature, 
Vegetation type, ONI, AMO  

Europe (EURO) Temperature, Pressure, Wind speed, Landcover 

Boreal Asia (BOAS) 
Wind speed, Specific humidity, Sensible heat flux, Ground heat 
flux, Landcover 

Central Asia (CEAS) Temperature, Pressure, Wind speed, Precipitation, Landcover 
Northern Africa (NHAF) Precipitation, Potential evaporation, Vegetation type 

Southern Africa (SHAF) Precipitation, Temperature, Wind speed, Ground heat flux, 
Vegetation type 

Equatorial Asia (EQAS) Precipitation, Specific humidity, Ground heat flux, Sensible heat 
flux, Vegetation type, ONI 

Australia (AUST) Pressure, Specific humidity, Ground heat flux, Potential 
evaporation 

We further applied the regression tree [19,23,24] and a neural network (Levenberg-Marquardt 
backpropagation) [68–73] to capture the nonlinear dependence of fire burned area on the selected 
predictor parameters. For comparison purposes, we used the same parameters (Table 1) in these two 
methods as the GLM. In order to build an accurate nonlinear prediction models, we add two useful 
temporal predictors, month and year, as independent variables into regression tree and neural 
network models with the best variables combination selected by GLM (Table 1). Burned area 
autocorrelations (Figure 2) of most fire grids show a large autocorrelation of lagged 12 months, which 
suggests adding the burned area of the prior 12 months as an independent predictor in models to 
include temporal inheritance. All the predictors, including selected meteorological parameters, two 
temporal variables, and a lagged burned area of the prior 12 months, were used to train the following 
neural network and regression tree models. In this work, a neural network model (Levenberg-
Marquardt backpropagation) was set up by the Matlab function ‘fitnet’ with a hidden layer size of 
30, training function of ‘trainlm’, ’logsig’ transfer function of the first input layer. The regression tree 
model is set up by Matlab function ‘fitensemble’ as an ensemble of 500 bagged regression trees with 
‘MinLeaf’ template, ‘LSBoost’ method, and 0.01 ‘LearnRate’. We specify that fires occur over 
vegetated land and that the predicted fire burned area in each cell cannot exceed the area itself.  

To evaluate the performance of the three methods, we conducted continuous 1-year monthly 
fire predictions from 2011 to 2015, in which the models were trained with the burned area and all 
predictors from 1997 to the prior year to the predicted year. For example, we trained the models with 
predictors and burned area of 1997–2010 to predict burned area in 2011, trained models with data in 
1997–2011 to predict burned area in 2012, and so on. The 1-year moving prediction results of 2011–
2015 were then evaluated with the GFEDv4s data. The evaluations of these three methods with GFED 
burned areas are shown in Table 2. For all regions, the neural network model outperforms the 
regression tree method, which is better than the GLM. The mean R-square is 0.59, 0.51, and 0.41, the 
mean index of agreement (IOA) is 0.74, 0.65, and 0.54, the mean normalized root-mean-square 
deviation (NRMSD) is 0.15, 0.3, and 0.4, the mean normalized mean error (NME) is 54%, 62%, and 
70%, the mean normalized mean bias (NMB) is 33%, 42%, and 54%, for the neural network, regression 
tree, and GLM, respectively. This reflects the nonlinear dependence of wildfires on meteorological 
parameters and demonstrates the ability of the neural network method to resolve nonlinear and 
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highly variable events like wildfires [32,70,74,75]. Consequently, we show only the neural network 
prediction results in the following sections.  

 
Figure 2. Burned area autocorrelation of common fire grids. 

Table 2. Model performance indices of 1-year moving model prediction of the neural network, 
regression tree, and GLM with GFED burned area data for each fire region in the period of 2011–2015. 

Region Neural Network Regression Tree GLM 

  R2 IOA 
NR
MS
D 

N
M
E 

N
M
B 

R2 IOA 
NR
MS
D 

NM
E 

N
M
B 

R2 
IO
A 

NR
MS
D 

NM
E 

NMB 

Boreal 
North 
America 
(BONA) 

0.53 0.7 0.15 54 28 
0.4
6 

0.57 0.28 63 41 
0.3
3 

0.4
1 

0.38 72 58 

Temperate 
North 
America 
(TENA) 

0.84 0.73 0.14 29 14 
0.7
3 

0.68 0.26 43 25 
0.6
1 

0.5
9 

0.36 56 41 

South 
America 
(SHSA) 

0.54 0.8 0.15 58 55 
0.4
3 

0.66 0.3 66 64 
0.3
9 

0.5
7 

0.41 73 66 

Europe 
(EURO) 

0.58 0.74 0.14 44 29 
0.4
9 

0.62 0.3 53 40 
0.3
6 

0.5
4 

0.44 65 52 

Boreal 
Asia 
(BOAS) 

0.77 0.79 0.16 43 15 
0.6
9 

0.71 0.39 49 24 
0.5
1 

0.5
8 

0.48 57 36 

Central 
Asia 
(CEAS) 

0.49 0.7 0.15 55 49 0.4 0.63 0.36 60 56 
0.3
3 

0.4
8 

0.39 70 62 

Northern 
Africa 
(NHAF) 

0.71 0.82 0.14 49 48 
0.6
1 

0.74 0.29 58 54 
0.5
2 

0.6
4 

0.37 65 59 

Southern 
Africa 
(SHAF) 

0.6 0.82 0.14 50 47 
0.5
3 

0.71 0.31 57 49 
0.4
2 

0.6
2 

0.43 68 63 

Equatorial 
Asia 
(EQAS) 

0.58 0.75 0.11 71 16 
0.5
2 

0.65 0.27 76 34 
0.4
5 

0.5
4 

0.25 80 45 
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Australia 
(AUST) 

0.2 0.56 0.2 94 25 
0.1
8 

0.55 0.26 98 36 
0.1
5 

0.4
6 

0.35 99 54 

Mean of 
all regions 

0.59 0.74 0.15 54 33 
0.5
1 

0.65 0.3 62 42 
0.4
1 

0.5
4 

0.4 70 54 

3. Results and Discussion 

We compared the 1-year moving monthly prediction results of 2011–2015 for each fire region 
(Figure 1) to corresponding GFED burned area data. First, we examined the temporal variation of 
regional averages (Figure 3). In general, the model predicts the seasonal variations of burned area for 
different regions well. The regions with large burning areas are concentrated in the tropics and 
subtropics, e.g., northern and southern Africa, South America, and equatorial Asia. Over these 
regions, the yearly cycle of fire activity is clear, with a well-defined fire season corresponding to the 
dry season [76–78]. The model predicted regional monthly variation is in good agreement with the 
observations (IOA > 0.75). It is known that fires in equatorial Asia are strongly affected by El Niño 
and La Niña events over the tropical Pacific [9,61,66,67], the model prediction is fairly good (R = 0.96) 
when including the indices for El Niño (ONI in Table1). An exception is Australia, where the 
observed burned areas are higher in 2011 and 2012 than later years, which is not simulated. Fire in 
Australia shows higher monthly variations than the other tropical regions and the model prediction 
has a lower IOA value of 0.56 relative to the GFED data. We believe that the weak seasonal cycle of 
Australia due to its geolocation also weakens the inherent temporal signal, which makes it harder for 
the prediction model. We will discuss other possible reasons in the latter section when the spatial 
distributions between prediction and GFED data are compared. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of neural network 1-year moving predictions of monthly regional average 
burned area of 2011–2015 with corresponding GFED data for fire regions shown in Figure 1. 
Prediction results are in blue and GFED data are in orange. The refined index of agreement between 
the two datasets is shown. The y-axis range is 0–106 m2 for northern and southern Africa, and 0–104 
m2 for the other regions. 

The seasonal variation of temperate and boreal North America, Europe, and Asia all have 
varying monthly peaks. In temperate regions, the predictions have IOA values in the range of 0.71–
0.82, demonstrating that the model is reasonable in burned area prediction. The prediction IOA value 
tends to be a bit lower at 0.7 and 0.79 for boreal North America and Asia, respectively. For the boreal 
regions, fire predictions are not performed for snow-covered areas or when temperature is < −10℃ 
since fire activity is weak under these conditions (Figure S5 in the supplement). 
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In order to find the spatial distribution of model performance for each fire region, we calculate 
an updated mean fractional error (MFE) [56,79] for all regions. MFEs in percentage in Figure 4 show 
the spatial distributions of model performance for 10 fire regions. Lower MFE (blue area) means 
better model performance. Our model performance is better in high-burning than low-burning 
regions. The model performance of South America, northern and southern Africa, and equatorial 
Asia are good, MFE < 20% over high burned areas in the central regions, MFE < 40% over most other 
regions, and MFE > 80% on edge spots. Temperate America and Europe have better model 
performance over the southeastern region with MFE < 40%. Boreal America and boreal Asia have 
better model performance over the central region with MFE < 60%. Central eastern Asia has better 
model performance along the east coast with MFE < 20% and Australia has better model performance 
over the northern coast with MFE < 20%. The spatial distributions of model performance for all 
regions are consistent with spatial distributions of 5-year average predictions shown later in the 
paper.  
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Figure 4. Performances of the neural network model for fire regions predictions of 2011–2015. The 
percentage mean fractional error (MFE) is shown. 

The Taylor diagram of R-square, IOA, and NRMSD of predictions for all regions is shown in 
Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Taylor diagram of R-Square, index of agreement and normalized root-mean-square 
deviation of prediction and GFED data for the 10 fire regions. 

GFED is marked at the right end of the x-axis with perfect scores. The model prediction results 
over the fire regions of temperate America, northern and southern Africa, and boreal Asia are better 
than other regions because their performance metrics of R-square, IOA and NRMSD are closer to the 
GFED dot. Model prediction over Australia is the worst, and far from the GFED dot. 

Figure 3 demonstrates that our model can capture well the burned area variation while the 
seasonal cycle is significant, especially for the regions of South America, northern and southern 
Africa, and equatorial Asia. For comparison purposes, we also remove the seasonal cycle by 
subtracting climate monthly mean values from the burned area data before performing model 
training and prediction to check model performance of capturing burned area interannual variability. 
Figure 6 shows the temporal variation of regional averages without the seasonal cycle. Relative to 
predictions with the seasonal cycle (Figure 3), the IOA values between prediction and GFED data in 
Figure 6 are generally lower for most fire regions except boreal North America. Without the seasonal 
cycle, IOAs of tropical and subtropical regions are reduced to 0.63, 0.6, 0.58, and 0.56 for South 
America, northern and southern Africa, and equatorial Asia, respectively. For temperate and boreal 
regions, IOAs are reduced slightly to 0.61, 0.63, 0.6, 0.7 for temperate northern America, central 
eastern Asia, boreal Asia, and Europe, respectively. However, one of the boreal regions, boreal 
northern America, has a higher IOA of 0.77. This shows that the seasonal cycle plays a more important 
role in burned area variation over tropical and subtropical regions than temperate and boreal regions. 
The IOA of Australia is also reduced slightly to 0.44, which is consistent with the insignificant 
seasonal cycle in Australia. 
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 3, but for burned area predictions without the seasonal cycle. 

We average the monthly 1-year moving model prediction of 2011–2015 for each month and 
compare it to the corresponding GFED data. We show in Figures 7–11 the comparisons for tropical 
and subtropical regions, where the total regional burned area accounts for the main portion of global 
fire burning. We show the comparisons for temperate and boreal northern hemisphere with and 
without seasonal cycle in Figures S1–S5 (in the supplement) and the spatial distribution of tropical 
and subtropical without the seasonal cycle in Figures S6–S10.  
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Figure 7. One-year moving monthly prediction and corresponding GFED data of burned area (km2 
per 0.75° × 0.75° grid cell) averaged over 2011–2015 for South America. 

Over South America, large fires occur in Brazil, Bolivia, and Peru from July to October and are 
predicted by the model with a spatial IOA value of 0.79–0.86 (Figure 7).  

Fire activities are considerably lower in November-June and the locations of high fire regions 
shift with season. The model predicts GFED observed changes reasonably well, with a spatial IOA 
value of 0.69–0.79. As we will see in other regions, the model tends to predict better when the 
variation of the burned area shows consistent seasonal and spatial patterns. Previous studies 
suggested that South American fires are affected by sea surface temperature anomaly [13,15,80]. 
Including both ONI and AMO indices (Table 1) in model predictors for this region may further 
increase the predictability of the model.  

Over equatorial Asia, large fires usually occur from June to October, and the fire region shift is 
not as significant as South America (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but for equatorial Asia. 

The model prediction has a spatial IOA value of 0.73–0.85, similar to South America. In the low 
fire season (November–May), the prediction R value decreases to 0.47–0.76, which is also similar to 
South America.  

Over northern Africa, large fires occur between the equator and the Sahara Desert from 
November to March (Figure 9). The model prediction has a spatial IOA value of 0.87–0.93, higher 
than South America and equatorial Asia. In the low fire season (April–October), the prediction IOA 
value decreases to 0.3–0.82, similar to South America and equatorial Asia. Over southern Africa, large 
fires occur from May to October (Figure 10). The model prediction has similar spatial IOA values to 
northern Africa at 0.87–0.93 in high fire season and 0.69–0.81 in low fire season. Northern and 
southern Africa are the two regions with the largest wildfire burned areas in the world. The good fire 
predictability over northern and southern Africa is likely due to the significant fire dependence on 
rainfall and ecosystem type on fires over the regions [16,77,78,81]. Both parameters are selected as 
predictors (Table 1).  

 
Figure 9. Same as Figure 7, but for northern Africa. 
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 7, but for southern Africa. 

Over Australia, more fires occur from April to November than from December to March (Figure 
11). The model prediction has a spatial IOA value of 0.74–0.8 in the high fire season and of 0.53–0.68 
in the low fire season. Fires occur in coastal regions to the north, southeast, and southwest of 
Australia. Different from the other regions, the GLM model does not find a good sensitivity in either 
land cover or vegetation type (Table 1), which together with the weaker seasonal cycle contributes to 
the poorer temporal variation prediction than the other tropical and subtropical regions (Figure 3). 
Additional human and climate factors may also contribute to the complexity of fires in Australia, 
such as aboriginal hunting, El Niño and Indian Ocean Dipole events [82], and global warming [83,84]. 
The double peaks in austral spring and fall are unique among the tropical and subtropical regions 
(Figure 3), although there are some years when a smaller secondary fire peak occurs in equatorial 
Asia (e.g., 2014). Overall, the prediction captures the spatial variation of fires better than temporal 
variation (Figures 3 and 11).  

 
Figure 11. Same as Figure 7, but for Australia. 
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The spatial fire distributions over temperate and boreal regions are shown in the supplement. 
Fires in these regions are more temporarily varying than the tropical and subtropical regions in 
general and often have a secondary or tertiary peak (Figure 3). Over boreal North America (Figure 
S1), the spatial IOA value is 0.24–0.69, lower than the temporal IOA value of 0.7. Fires burn over 
larger areas in the temperate North America and the spatial correlation improves to 0.56–0.76 (Figure 
S2) from boreal North America, with a temporal IOA value of 0.71. Other than the low-fire season 
(November-February, a spatial IOA value of 0.17–0.35), the prediction in Europe has a higher spatial 
correlation (IOA = 0.72–0.81) with GFED than over North America (Figure S3). The prediction 
performance improves to a spatial IOA value of 0.79–0.82 in March-October and of 0.48–0.70 
(November–February) in central Asia (Figure S4). 

Compared to the reasonable prediction of fire spatial distribution of the other regions, boreal 
Asia proves to be difficult for the prediction model (Figure S5). However, after excluding fire 
prediction over snow-covered land or when temperature is below −10 °C, the model successfully 
predicts burned area in the winter season of December to February. From December to February, the 
prediction has a low spatial IOA value of <0.13 because many predicted burned area values are now 
excluded. The selected meteorological predictors for this region are wind speed, specific humidity, 
sensible heat flux, and ground heat flux, which are all continuous variables from fall to winter and 
from winter to spring. The ranges of winter values of the selected predictors overlap with those of 
spring and fall and their values do not change abruptly in winter. As a consequence, the model 
without additional constraints will fail to predict the step function of nearly zero-fire in winter. The 
model prediction has a high spatial IOA value of 0.83 and 0.8 in April and May, respectively, but the 
spatial IOA value is lower in the range of 0.44–0.66 in March and May-November, suggesting that 
other factors not included in the meteorological outputs of the CSFR model are important in 
determining the fire spatial distribution in the burning season of this region. 

The monthly spatial IOA values of 60 months in 2011–2015 between prediction and GFED are 
shown in Figure S6. We can also see the signal of the seasonal cycle in spatial IOA from all regions. 
The tropical and subtropical regions have higher spatial IOA (up to 0.8) in fire seasons. The temperate 
and boreal regions have relatively low spatial IOA (up to 0.6) in fire seasons. 

In addition to the 10 major fire regions, the model predictions for two relatively large fire regions 
of Central America and Southeast Asia are shown in Figure S7 to Figure S11. The model predictions 
of these two tropical regions are comparable to other tropical regions. Temporal IOA with the 
seasonal cycle is 0.78 and 0.81 (Figure S7), temporal IOA without seasonal cycle is 0.63 and 0.61 
(Figure S8), for Central America and Southeast Asia, respectively. Spatial distributions of model 
performance (Figure S9) are good for these two regions. The spatial IOAs between prediction and 
GFED of Central America are in the range of 0.8–0.89 in the high fire months from January to June 
and 0.61–0.78 in the low fire months from July to December. The spatial IOAs of southeast Asia are 
in the range of 0.81–0.89 in the high fire months from December to May, and 0.6–0.79 in the low fire 
months from June to November. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, we show that neural network forecast methods can provide useful outlook 
prediction for global fire activities when meteorological conditions are known. Using assimilated 
meteorological model outputs and GFEDv4s data 1 year prior to the prediction since 1997 to train the 
models, we apply three forecast methods, a generalized linear model, regression tree, and a neural 
network to produce monthly wildfire predictions. The 1-year moving monthly fire predictions of 
these three methods from 2011 to 2015 are evaluated with GFED data for 10 major global fire regions. 
The neural network method, which has been widely applied in solving nonlinear forecasting 
problems, has the best predictions among the three methods when the same predictor variables are 
used.  

The prediction performance tends to be better in high-fire than low-fire seasons and the tropics 
and subtropics than temperate and boreal regions. In this study, fires in Australia are the most 
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challenging to predict among the tropical and subtropical regions due to its monthly variation, which 
peaks in austral spring and fall. Among the northern temperate and boreal regions, fires in boreal 
Asia are the most challenging to predict because the prediction model fails to capture the extremely 
low fires in winter. In the tropical and subtropical regions, the temporal IOA between the prediction 
and GFED data are in the range of 0.75–0.82 except Australia (0.56) and the spatial IOA in the high-
fire seasons are >0.77. In the northern temperate and boreal regions, the temporal IOA is in the range 
of 0.7–0.74 and the spatial IOA in high-fire seasons is in the range of 0.48–0.83.  

Depending on the applications, these fire predictions can provide valuable information for long-
range fire planning and management. The CFSv2 operational forecasts products of the National 
Center for Environmental Information already provide 9-month meteorological forecasts. Combining 
long-range meteorological forecast products with the neural network prediction model in this study, 
it is feasible to provide the global 9-month fire outlook. The uncertainties from both the prediction 
model and long-range meteorological forecasts need to be quantified. The uncertainty from long-
range meteorological forecasts is likely larger [85–87]. It is conceivable that the global fire outlook 
forecast becomes an important part of a long-range meteorological forecast service as the quality of 
long-range meteorological forecast products improves, the forecast period becomes longer, and the 
nonlinear forecast model improves. If it is implemented with climate model results, the method can 
be applied for the quick assessment of the potential effects of climate change on fires. 

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/12/14/2246/s1, 
Figure S1, 1-year moving monthly prediction and corresponding GFED data of burned area (km2 per 0.75�x0.75� 
grid cell) averaged over 2011–2015 for boreal North America. Figure S2. Same as Figure. S1 but for temperate 
North America. Figure S3.  Same as Figure. S1 but for Europe. Figure S4. Same as Figure. S1 but for central Asia. 
Figure S5. Same as Figure. S1 but for boreal Asia. Figure S6. Monthly spatial index of agreement of prediction 
and GFED for 10 fire regions in 2011–2015. The index of agreement between the two datasets is shown. Figure 
S7, Index of agreement of prediction and GFED for fire regions, Center America and Southeast Asia. Figure S8, 
Same as Figure S12, but with burned area without seasonal cycle. Figure S9, model performances for Center 
America and Southeast Asia. Figure S10, Spatial distribution comparison of prediction averaged over 2011-2015 
and GFED for Center America. Figure S11, same as Figure S5, but for Southeast Asia. 
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